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Abstract 
By means of infinite product of uniformly distributed probability spaces of cardinal n the concept of pure truth 
degrees of propositions in the n-valued Gödel logic system is introduced in the present paper. Inference rules of pure 
truth degrees are obtained. Moreover, similarity degrees among formulas are proposed and a pseudo-metric is defined 
therefrom on the set of formulas, and hence a possible framework suitable for developing approximate reasoning 
theory in n-valued Gödel propositional logic is established. 
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1.  Introduction 
Approximate reasoning based on the idea of fuzzy sets was firstly proposed in [1] by Zadeh in 1973, 
which differs from the one advocated in Artificial Intelligence. Indeed, Artificial Intelligence emphasizes 
symbolic manipulation and roots itself in logic, employs automated deduction using syntactic tools, and 
neglects anything pertaining to number calculating ]2[ . On the other hand, any method based on fuzzy set 
theory certainly depends on number calculating, and Zadeh’s methodology was right away addressing the 
interface between numbers and symbols. Although many papers dealing with logic by using fuzzy method 
have been published, but it is not necessary to put investigation of approximate reasoning into the frame 
work of fuzzy set theory, for example, an approximate reasoning theory was established in classical 2-
valued logic system in [3], and the main parts of [4] and [5] were also developed within classical logic 
systems where no fuzzy sets were involved. Moreover, based on the idea of uniformly distributed 
probability space, professor Wang proposed in [6] the theory of truth degrees of propositions in 2-valued 
propositional logic where a model for approximate reasoning was also provided. The aim of the present 
paper is to generalize and employ the method given in [6] to investigate the n-valued Gödel logic system 
so as to provide a metric type approximate reasoning theory there. 
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2. Pure Truth Degree of Formulas 
Definition 1 ]7[ Suppose that ),,( nnn AX P  is a probabilistic measure space where nP  is a probability 
measure on nX ,and nA  is the family consisting of all nP -measurable subsets of nX
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whenever E is a P -measurable subset of n
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 . P is called the infinite product of ",, 21 PP . The 
Probability measure space ),A ,( PX  will often be simplified as X . 
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andP is the infinite product of ",, 21 PP , then P  is called n-valued logic 
measure. 
Suppose that },,{ 21 "ppS   ,and )(SF is the free algebra of type ),,( o  generated by S , 
where   is an unary operation,   and o are binary operations, then elements of S  are atom 
propositions, elements of  )(SF are propositions . 
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Then nI  is an algebra of type ),,( o , which is called n-valued Gödel logic system. 
A valuation v of )(SF is a homomorphism nISFv o)(:  of type ),,( o , )(Av is the valuation 
of A  with respect to v . The set consisting of all valuations of )(SF  is denoted by n: . 
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Definition 4.Suppose that nv : ,then v  is decided by its restriction Sv  because S  generates the free 
algebra )(SF . Let ),2,1(  )( "  kvpv kk , then the infinite dimensional vector },,{ 21 "
G vvv  is 
in X where X is the one described in definition 2.Conversely,assume that Xvvv  },,{ 21 "
G
, then 
exists an unique nv :  such that 
   )( kk vpv  ),1( " k . 
Hence Xn o::M  is a bijection where 
o
 vv)(M . 
Definition 5.Suppose that )(SFA , define ][A and )(AW , respectively, as follows:  
}1)(,|{][  : AvvXvA G ,  
])([)( AA PW  . 
)(AW is called the pure truth degree of A . 
 It is clear that 1)(0 dd AW  holds for every )(SFA . Moreover, logically equivalent formulas 
have the same pure truth degree. 
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It follows from Definition 1 that ][A  is a measurable subset of X  and hence )(AW  is well-
defined. )(AW  is the portion of the valuation v ’s satisfying 1)(  Av  with respect to n:  and therefore 
it is reasonable to call )(AW  the pure truth degree of A . 
Theorem 1. Suppose that )(SFA , then A  is a tautology if and only if 1)(  AW Δ and if A  is a 
contradiction, then .0)(  AW  
   Proof. Assume that A  is a tautology, then it follows that ,][ XA  and hence .1)()(   XA PW  
Conversely, if A  is not a tautology, then there exists some nv :  such that 1)( zAv .Say 
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duu PP " , and therefore it follows  that ,1)( zAW contradicting
1)(  AW ,as desired. 
The proof about contradiction is trivial. 
 Theorem 2. Let ),(,, SFCBA   
(i)  If ,)(,)( EWDW tot BAA then  
   .1)( t EDW B  
(ii) If EWDW toto )(,)( CBBA ,then 
 .1)( to EDW CA  
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   Proof. (i)   Let 
},1)(,|{  : AvvXvY G   
},1)(,|{  o: BAvvXvZ G  
then ,)(,)( EPDP tt ZY assume that 
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It is obvious that 1)( d ZYP , hence it follows that ,1 xt ED i.e. .1t EDx  Moreover, 
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The proof of part (ii) goes in the same way. 
3.  A Pseudo-Metric among Formulas 
Definition 6.  Let ).(, SFBA   Define 
)),()((),( ABBABA oo W[   
),( BA[ is called the similarity degree between A and B . A and B are said to be similar and denoted 
by Aī B  if 1),(  BA[ . 
 Theorem 3. Suppose that ),(,, SFCBA   
(i) Aī B if and only if A and B  are logically equivalent. Especially, Aī A . 
(ii) ).,(),( ABBA [[   
(iii) .1),(),(),( t CBBACA [[[  
   Proof. The proof of (i) and (ii) is obvious, we only give the proof of part (iii).It follows from 
Definition 6 and Definition 5 that    
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Similarly, we have that 
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t )(),( 3GCA P[ )( 21 GG P  
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Theorem 4.  Define 
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So ]1,0[)()(: ou SFSFU is a Pseudo Metric  on )(SF . 
4.  Approximate Reasoning  In )),(( USF  
Suppose that )(SF* , )(*D  is the set of all * conclusions ,T  consists of all tautologies, and 
it is clear that TD  )(I ,where I  is the empty set. 
Definition 7. Suppose that ),(),(  * SFASF  
and ,0!H If 
,}),(|)({)( IHU z*  BASFBD                         
then A  is said to be a * conclusion with error less than H  and denoted ).(* HDA A is said to be a 
theorem with error less thanH  and denotedƌ AH  if )(* HDA  and }.{I *  
     It is clear that if *ƌ A  then )(* HDA  for all .0!H  
The following proposition is obviously true. 
Theorem 5. Suppose that )(SFA , .0!H then the following conditions are equivalent to each other. 
(i) )(* HDA . 
(ii) There exists an deduction sequence mBBB ,,, 21 "  of *  such that .),( HU mBA  
(iii) .))(,( HU *DA  
Theorem 6.Assume that *  )(SF , DW t)(B  holds for every Bę* and A  is a * conclusion of 
length n ,then 
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Proof. A Fibonacci sequence is a sequence 1u , ",2u with 121   uu and satisfying nu + 1nu =
2nu ),2,1( " n .In case 1 n ,it follows from the fact that either *A  or A  is an axiom that 
DW t)(A 1)1(1  Du  holds, i.e. (*) holds for 1 n . Assume that (*) holds for every nk, A  is a 
* conclusion of length 1n and the deduction sequence is .,,...,, 21 AAAA k  It only needs to 
consider the case that *A  and A  is not an axiom and then  there exist jA  and iA  ),( kji d such 
that A  is deducted from jA  and iA  by using rule of MP. Say  ji   and AAA ij o .It follows 
from the induction hypothesis that 
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i.e. (*) holds for 1 kn and the proof is completed. 
5. Conclusions 
By means of infinite product of uniformly distributed probability spaces of cardinal n the concept of 
pure truth degrees of propositions in the n-valued Gödel logical system is introduced in the present paper 
and then a similarity relation is obtained from the concept of pure truth degrees. An intrinsic pseudo-
metric derived from the similarity relation is given on the set of all formulas.At the same time, the results 
of the present paper provide for the n-valued Gödel propositional logical system a quantitative method of 
propositions and an approximate reasoning theory is hence established, which extends and generalizes the 
corresponding theory in 2-valued logic. 
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